
 

Football at RED: 
This policy will come into effect on the 5th of April 2022 and replace the 
existing COVID-19 Guidelines 

While the Lower north island remains at the Red setting in the COVID 
Protection Framework (CPF) here is what football at Waikanae FC will look like. 

 

COVID-19 Vaccine Pass: 

The Requirements for Vaccine Passes have now been removed, this means that 

• No Member of the club is required to be vaccinated. 
• Providing a Vaccine pass at registration is no longer mandatory but is optional if 

members still wish to. 
• All registered members may now Attend trainings and take part in matches 

regardless of if they are vaccinated or not. 

• There is now no requirement for spectators to stay in separate bubbles 

Contact Tracing: 

There is no longer a need for contact tracing QR codes to be displayed, Members may still 
choose to scan in at venues where codes are still being displayed but this in no longer 
required. 

There is no longer Manual contact tracing boxes in the changing rooms. 

Clubrooms: 



Waikanae Bowling club no longer require individuals to have a valid vaccine passport to 
enter the premises this means that all registered member of Waikanae will be allowed into 
the Clubrooms membership cards may still be requested at any time. 

 

Traveling Teams: 

While Waikanae Fc does not require members to be vaccinated other clubs may still require 
vaccine passes, this will not prohibit an unvaccinated player from taking part in a game but 
may restrict the ability of unvaccinated players to use the home teams facilities e.g. 
changing rooms and clubrooms.  

 

Refunds: 

Waikanae FC will NOT provide a refund if a player is unable to attend due to  government 
required self isolation.  
Waikanae FC will still be able to decide on individual cases for compassionate grounds. For a 
compassionate ground application the member will need to provide a written request 
emailed to the treasurer explaining their situation and the executive will decide on the 
evidence provided. 

 

This policy will remain in place until further notice. 

 

 


